
Hospitality
C A S E  S T U D Y

The Frontenac Group chooses Ruckus Wireless for  
their guests Wi-Fi network.  
Ideally situated in the golden Triangle of Paris, nearby the Champs-Elysées, the four hotels, four 

stars luxe of the Frontenac Group combine tradition and modernity. The four hotels: Château 

Frontenac, Franklin Roosevelt, 

Rochester and Spendid Etoile 

provide a warm setting and 

a personalized welcome. 

The unique atmosphere of 

each hotel offers a chic and 

truly Parisian setting where 

refinement, calm, discretion 

and absolute comfort combine 

to satisfy the slightest requests 

and the desires of their guests.

For many years, international 

guests of the four luxury hotels 

had access to the Internet through a Wi-Fi service provider. However, the Frontenac Group 

could notice some limitations of this solution: interference with other public and private Wi-Fi 

networks, the lack of coverage in some areas of the hotel and, above all, the impossibility of 

controlling their equipment or customizing the web portal.

So with the spirit of perfect customer services, the Frontenac Group wanted to become the 

owner of their equipment in order to meet all their customers’ requirements. Two pre-requisities 

for the solution to be installed appeared essential: the Wi-Fi network had to be accessible 

from anywhere in the hotel (with very limited reserved spaces for the access points); and the 

Frontenac Group did not want the hotels to undergo alteration work.

The Frontenac Group therefore turned to its IT partner Auranext who called on one of 

their equipment providers: Connect Data, a value added distributor of networking and 

telecommunications equipment, who immediately suggested the installation of Ruckus Wireless 

Smart Wi-Fi solutions. 

“We were immediately convinced of the reliability and the efficiency of Ruckus Wireless 

solutions thanks to a remarkably convincing demonstration. We immediately decided to trust 

Ruckus Wireless” says Mohamed Ben GHORBAL, director of hotels of the Frontenac Group.

THE FRONTENAC GROUP
Ideally situated in the golden Triangle 
of Paris, nearby the Champs-Elysées, 
the four hotels, four stars luxe of the 
Frontenac Group combine tradition and 
modernity. The four hotels: Château 
Frontenac, Franklin Roosevelt, Rochester 
and Spendid Etoile provide a warm 
setting and a personalized welcome. The 
unique atmosphere of each hotel offers 
a chic and truly Parisian setting where 
refinement, calm, discretion and absolute 
comfort combine to satisfy the slightest 
requests and the desires of their guests.
The Frontenac Group welcomes each year 
between 60,000 and 65,000 guests of 
different nationalities.  

REQUIREMENTS

No interference with public and private •	
Wi-Fi networks
Control of the equipment•	
The Wi-Fi network had to be accessible •	
from anywhere in the hotel 
The Frontenac Group did not want the •	
hotels to undergo alteration work

SOLUTION

4 Ruckus Wireless ZoneDirector •	
controller ZD 1050
78 Ruckus Wireless ZoneFlex 2942 •	
Wi-Fi access points 

BENEFITS

All the rooms and all the floors of the •	
4 luxury hotels of the Frontenac Group 
are covered by a bandwidth much 
appreciated by the guests

BeamFlex technology provides an •	
extended range of Wi-Fi signals 
automatically avoiding interferences 
and dynamically adjusting Wi-Fi to 
cope with environmental changes, 
without human intervention

Wi-Fi network easy to manage •	
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In a day and a half, 3 hotels out of the 4 luxury hotels 

of the Frontenac Group had been fully equipped. 

Auranext replaced the service provider’s access 

points with 78 Ruckus Wireless ZoneFlex 2942 Wi-Fi 

access points for all the hotels and added a Ruckus 

Wireless ZoneDirector controller ZD 1050 in each 

hotel. The controller centrally manages all the Wi-Fi 

access points of a hotel and automatically configures 

the Wi-Fi parameters (channel, power, etc.). 

Because alterations had already started before the 

installation of the new Wi-Fi network, the 4th hotel 

was installed with its Wi-Fi service in only an hour a 

few weeks later.

“Now all the hotel guests use the Frontenac Group’s 

own Wi-Fi network and Ruckus Wireless solutions 

are giving us entire satisfaction” says Mohamed  

BEN GHORBAL.

The Frontenac Group particularly valued the 

simplicity and the rapidity of the deployment. 

The ZoneDirector controller enables to deploy 

very quickly a large number of access points and 

each access point does not need to be configured 

beforehand, nor to be configured individually.

Besides the simple set up, the Frontenac Group is 

entirely satisfied with the coverage delivered by 

the BeamFlex technology integrated in the access 

points of Ruckus Wireless. Unlike the network 

previously supplied by the network provider, all the 

rooms and all the floors of the 4 luxury hotels of the 

Frontenac Group are covered by a bandwidth much 

appreciated by the guests. BeamFlex technology 

provides an extended range of Wi-Fi signals 

automatically avoiding interferences and dynamically 

adjusting Wi-Fi to cope with environmental changes, 

without human intervention.

Included in the solution is a gateway from Ucopia 

that acts as the authentication system taking 

payment for access to the WiFi network, and is 

integrated to the billing system of the hotel. The 

web portal login page is entirely personalized with 

the graphics of each hotel of the Frontenac Group: 

Château Frontenac, Franklin Roosevelt, Rochester 

and Splendid Etoile.

Installed today to cover guests’ needs for Internet 

access, the access points have also been acquired 

to support more IP services, such as telephony and 

television. In the medium term, and thanks to their 

control over this solution, the Frontenac Group is 

considering to also remove their wired network, 

presently used by the Group’s employees, to the 

advantage of the Wi-Fi network, only currently used 

by hotel guests.

“We knew our needs and we thought that only big 

manufacturers could meet our requirements. But 

we were pleasantly surprised by Ruckus Wireless’s 

reactivity and efficiency. They made up for lost 

time and completely honoured their commitments, 

with less expensive solutions than most of their 

competitors on the market. Moreover, we greatly 

appreciated that Ruckus Wireless, Auranext and 

Connect Data did not only intervene to win a 

project but also to solve a problem” concludes 

Mohamed BEN GHORBAL. 

“Now all 

the hotel 

guests use 

the Frontenac 

Group’s own 

Wi-Fi network 

and Ruckus 

Wireless 

solutions 

are giving 

us entire 

satisfaction.”

Mohamed  
BEN GHORBAL
Director of Hotels  
of the Frontenac Group
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